
BMF Vehicle Ordering Process

Ordering your BMF brand standard Vehicle couldn’t be simpler. Purchase It have 
created this step by step guid to make things even easier for you.


Step 1 - Choose one of the vehicles online from Purchase It

BMF has created the brand standards for vehicles and they are displayed online at 
Purchase It. Simply choose the vehicle you want and add it to your basket.


Step 2 - Choose your method of payment

Bank Transfer - Choose the bank transfer option and take note of the payment 
details on the screen. Please note that the lead-time is from bank transfer being 
received. 


Leasing - Choose the leasing option and complete the order process. You will then 
be contacted by the finance partner to discuss your specific options.


Purchase It has partnered with a finance broker to offer BMF franchisees both 
standard vehicle finance and standard leasing finance. Please note that these are 
business leases - prices and terms are purely subject to your specific business. We 
cannot offer you advice on either option and we would highly recommend you 
speak to your own accountant.


Once the finance parter confirms that finance is in place, your order will be made. 
Please note that the lead-time is from finance being in place and not from when you 
choose the leasing options. It is your responsibility to provide the finance partner 
with information in a timely manner.


Your Own Alternative Finance  - Choose the bank transfer option and take note of 
the payment details on the screen. You will need to pay at the time of order and 
then arrange your own finance once the vehicle has been delivered. Please note 
that we only receive specific vehicle details (serial numbers, number plate etc) 5-7 
days prior to delivery. Please also note that the lead-time is from bank transfer 
being received. 
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Step 3 - Your Order Is Placed

On receipt of any one of the payment options detailed in Step 2, your order is 
placed directly with the vehicle manufacturer. Where there is a vehicle available 
within the UK, the lead time can be as little as 2-3 weeks. Where manufacturers 
don’t have stock, please note the standard lead times on the product page.


Step 4 - Branding Standard Options

Each vehicle includes specific brand standard options such as wrapping, racking, 
mats etc. For the specific list, please refer to the specific product page. These 
options will be applied to the vehicle prior to delivery.


Step 5 - Road Fund Licence

You will need to organise your own road fund licence prior to collection / delivery.


Step 6 - Collection / Delivery

You will be contacted 5-7 days prior to your vehicle becoming available at which 
point you can arrange to either collect the vehicle or have it delivered to you.
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